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At the beginning of 2013, the Year 1 Neighbourhood 
began an inquiry into The Culture of Play. This was  
in response to a whole school project into culture.  
The Year 1 teaching team thought that by exploring  
play, a subject the children were experts in, we would  
be able to uncover the complexities of culture.





Through researching play,  
how do children develop a  
deeper understanding of  
their own cultural identities?

The first semester saw us explore many questions  

we had about play. What we play, where we play,  

how we play and why we play. By the end of term 2, 

we presented our research in the form of a film  

festival, a night time celebration involving all children 

and parents. 300 people attended.



The film was made up of 3 short 
films, each using a different  
“language” of expression. This 
included animation, shadows and 
a puppet theatre. Each of the films 
was based on an experience we  
had exposed the children to. 



The experiences were:

•  Redmond Park: Visitors from Redmond Park 
retirement apartments shared games from  
50 years ago. Through this experience we 
researched how time affects play.

• Wooranna Park Primary School, Dandenong: 
We visited another school in Melbourne, sharing 
games with children our own age and explored 
how our peers affect how and what we play.

• Traditional Indigenous Games: Judy McKinty 
came in to share traditional indigenous games  
that utilise the environment as a resource. 
Through this experience we explored how place 
affects play.



it is better if we do 
it for the refugees…“

Prior to the film festival, one of the children, Reuben Smalley, 
suggested that we raise money for asylum seeker children.  

“ Tony said we are going to have a film 
festival and should we collect money.  
And then he said what could we use the 
money for, and all the kids said money  
for our school, and I put my hand up  
and I said instead of doing it for our  
school, it is better if we do it for the 
refugees. And then we voted on which  
idea should we do for the money and  
it was me that got the most votes.” 
Reuben



After posing this to the children, it was 
agreed that we would raise money for 
asylum seeker children because the 
children felt, after their research into 
play, that everyone deserves the right  
to be able to play.

It was also clear to us that Reuben was 
bringing his personal understandings 
gained from his family’s values to  
our inquiry.



what is it 
about play 
that makes 
people all 
over the  
world do it?

After our film night, the teachers realised that 
there were still children who had some concepts 
about play that we wanted to challenge:

Commercially made toys were more “fun” than home-made toys, 
so as a result children who did not have access to the same toys 
that they did would not have as much fun.



As part of our research into how children in other 
countries may play, we watched many YouTube  
clips, especially looking at how children with  
“less commercially” made toys would play. 

We then analysed what we saw in a discussion:

What was happening in all the film 
clippings that were the same?

They were all having fun!

They were all having a great time.

They were all enjoying themselves.

Only children were playing.

People were together.

They were all friends.

They were all laughing and smiling.

They were all using their imagination.

They still had fun when they lost.



  
In order to see what the children’s current concepts were we 
asked the children to make a toy that they thought the children  
in detention would want to play with. The children used recycled 
materials to make their toys. The teachers noticed that the 
majority of toys fell into 3 main categories:

• Games     • Vehicles     • Soft Toys    

They used a proforma to evaluate and reflect on what they  
had made. 

Our designs will be: 

• Safe 
• Able to be shared with friends 
• Long lasting 
• Comforting 
• Imaginative 
• Used in many different ways 
• Made with strong materials 
• Age appropriate
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CREATING TOYS
The teachers realised that if the toy making project was to be a success,  
we needed to engage parents to share their skills and talents. We set  
up a meeting and invited parents to come along and have input into the 
future direction of the project.

Henry was inspired about what we were doing  
and took it upon himself to approach Woolworths 
Supermarket Barkly Square for their support.



Alessi’s mum and dad came  
in and spoke to us about the 
design process. We learned  
that we need to research  
before we design. We research  
by asking people questions and 
researching on the internet.



My dad goes to court and argues about refugees 
coming to Australia. He argues with the government 
to make sure that refugees are safe. He came to  
talk to us about refugees.  
Hannah 

David showed us on a world map where refugees  
are coming from.  
Alima

Refugees are people who are forced to leave their 
home because it is too dangerous.  
Holly

Detention centres are places where people cannot 
come and go as they like.  
Vittoria

Refugees have not done anything bad, they are just 
escaping something bad.  
Hugh

David Manne, Hannah’s dad came in 
to talk to the children about the kinds 
of toys that would be suitable for  
the refugees.





Initial designs 
Once we had our ideas we started  
by illustrating them on paper.

Redesigning  
Our original ideas changed when we  
started making them on a larger scale  
because some mats were too tricky  
to cut out.

Shapes 
We explored regular and irregular  
shapes and discussed how every object  
had multiple shapes that needed to be  
cut out from a pattern. At first I didn’t 

know we were 
going to make 
play mats…  
I thought I was 
going to make  
a marble track.   
Jarred



We didn’t know what to make for the refugees at first, but 
I had an idea of making a maze. Tama wanted to do it on 
the moon. So we joined our ideas together and we made  
a maze on the moon. 

Thomas





…after Hilary had told 
us what happened to the 
refugees I thought we 
should make a beach mat 
because I feel really good 
when I go to the beach.    
Hannah



We wanted to make bubble mix and then Hilary gave me the 
idea of doing a play mat and that is basically how we started 
out. We ended up doing an undersea mat.   
Cordelia 

We searched on Safari. When we were researching for the toys 
to make, Pippa thought we could do a horse mat because she 
thought some of the kids in Nauru might be horse crazy.  
Olivia







First we researched home made toys and decided the types  
of toys that we wanted.  
Vittoria

We decided to group together the same vehicles, like planes, 
helicopters, cars and trucks.  
Heath
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in our visual diaries to see what they 
might look like.  
Lana

My concept drawing started as a car 
and then I decided to make a caravan.  
Belle

At first I started drawing and then I 
decided to search for some ideas on 
the internet. I got some great ideas 
and did a concept sketch.  
Jade



After these designs came back, we made some small changes for  
Lino to change on the computer.   
Tom

refinement We gave our designs to Alessi’s dad for 
him to design them on the computer.  
Felix



I enjoyed measuring and learning  
new things when we designed the 
terminal together with Tony.  
Elliott

I did a drawing of the terminal  
with all the measurements on it.  
Hugh
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Our final designs went to Josie’s dad for him to cut.  
Catrina

We had to count all the wheels and axles we needed  
so that Gabi’s dad could cut them for us.  
Esther

I enjoyed sanding my plane before painting it. I chose  
black, yellow and blue.  
Shaakir 

We decided on our colour schemes for painting our  
toys and sent Tony to the paint shop.  
Catrina







Xavier’s father Leily, who designs  
soft toys came in to share the toys  
he designs and makes. The children 
thought of the questions to ask him:

How do you put the stuffing in?

How do I create the different  
colours on my material?

How do you know what materials  
to use?

How do we create our designs,  
on paper or computer?



How to make felt…

We pulled the felt. We put the water on the felt.  
We srubbed the felt. We were rolling the felt.  
We counted backwards. We threw it on the ground.
Alima 



COLLABORATION

We were looking up on the computer what we could 
make. We had a list of things and we voted what we 
wanted. Me and Xav (Xavier) voted for the monster but 
Tem wasn’t really keen. He really liked the platypus and 
Xav and me were changing our minds a bit and I reckon  
I didn’t agree and Xav said we should make the platypus 
and if we finished we could make the monster. Except 
we didn’t get time to. Xavier and me wanted to have a 
go at drawing but Tem was doing it and we were just 
watching. That was at the start when we didn’t really 
know how to make a toy by ourselves. Shana discussed 
the idea of collaboration and how we could all combine 
our ideas, rather then it just being one person’s idea. 
We all drew platypuses on our own and then we came 
back to a group again and we agreed Xavier’s head and 
tail, Tem’s body and legs and Daniels skin were the 
best. We drew down the best bits of each onto one  
page and we got a really good design. It’s awesome!

Tem, Xavier and Daniel





SYMMETRY
If you split your body in half you would need it to be exactly 
even on both sides. If it was not it would not be symmetrical. 





On International Human’s Rights Day, Tuesday 
10th December, we will hand over our toys to 
David Manne so that he can make sure that they 
are safely delivered to the children in the detention 
centres in Nauru and Broadmeadows.

We have written cards 
to accompany each of 
our toys. We want the 
children to know that  
we are thinking of them.  







Abbie
Alekzia
Alessi
Alexandra G
Alexandra P
Alexis
Alima
Allegra
Ana
Anabelle
Archie
Cara
Catrina
Cooper
Cordelia
Daniel
Dante
Elizabeth

Elliott
Esther
Eva
Evie
Felix
Freddie
Gabrielle
Greta
Hafsa
Hannah M
Hannah P
Heath
Hebo
Henry
Holly
Hugh
Iggy
Isaac

Jack
Jade
Jarred
Jeylan
Josephine
Lana
Lily
Max E
Max R
Milla
Nastassja
Nathan
Nina
Olivia
Oscar
Phillippa
Ruben HQ
Ruby

Rueben S
Sebastian
Seena
Shaakir
Sophie
Stephanie
Tama
Tem
Tessa B
Tessa VB
Thomas
Tom
Vittoria
Vy
Xavier

Hilary Green 
Mary Guebala 
Shana Upiter 
Tony Stokes
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We would like to thank the parents, grandparents and friends of our community 
for sharing their skills, knowledge and time with us. Without your care, support 
and dedication this project would not have been possible.




